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Technology Revolution: The Future of Now
Wednesday at 8 AM Pacific/11 AM Eastern
November 24th 2021: The Future for Female
Entrepreneurs: A New Playing Field? Part 2

The Buzz 1: “Entrepreneurship is the last refuge
of the troublemaking individual.” (Natalie Clifford
Barney) The Buzz 2: “You’re not in competition
with other women. You’re in competition with
everyone.” (Tina Fey) The Buzz 3: “The thing
women have yet to learn is nobody gives you
power. You just take it.” (Roseanne Barr) The
Buzz 4: “Being a successful female entrepreneur
is hard work and comes with a unique set of
challenges.” (Female Entrepreneur's Playbook:
Secret Strategies from 20+ Women for Building
a Business You Love and Getting Paid for It)
We’ll ask Cindy Zuelsdorf at
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Cindy Zuelsdorf
Cindy Zuelsdorf (literally) grew up in one of the highest-pressure
business environments - broadcast television. In an industry fueled by
high-touch, face-to-face relationships, she cut her teeth selling tech to
companies ranging from NBC to NASA. After decades learning things
the old-school way, Cindy discovered sales and marketing automation
and began using new systems for repeatability and success. Fast
forward to the present, Cindy and her company Kokoro Marketing help
small and medium size high tech businesses do the same. Her specialty
lies in the rare skill of taking scattered technical platforms and
transforming them into a cohesive, finely tuned, time-saving, revenue
generating engi
Read more

Patricia Wooster
Patricia Wooster is a former software executive turned founder of
WoosterMedia Publishing, where they help experts, leaders, executives,
and entrepreneurs convert their intellectual property into print and digital
products, so they can build brand awareness and reach a global
audience. Her clients include C-Level executives, college professors,
professional athletes, and media personalities. She is the author of 18
books, including the award-winning and bestselling book Ignite Your
Spark with Simon & Schuster and her latest title Designing Genius.
Today, Patricia is the CIO of Designing Genius, a powerful training and
licensing platform that changes how companies and people reach their
highe
Read more

Tamra Andress
Tamra Andress is a rising thought leader in spiritual entrepreneurship.
She is an ordained minister and personal and professional development
coach on a mission to free and propel entrepreneurs globally to make
their uniquely purposed Kingdom impact joyfully. Her Fit in Faith
Podcast is globally ranked in the top 1% of the spiritual, religious, and
business charts. She is a published best-selling author of multiple
anthologies, and her own best-selling publication, Always Becoming:
Sex, Shame & Love, which was released in Fall 2021 and hit #1 in 10
categories. Her company, F.I.T. in Faith Media, is a business and
broadcasting company focused on passion, publishing and play as she
and her tea
Read more

Patty Rogers
Patty Rogers is Boss Mama & Owner of B2B Digital Assistance. Patty
comes from a corporate background ranging from Commercial Airlines,
International Real Estate, and the high-pressure world of Recruiting. All
of her experience was in the areas of Operations, Management and
Customer Service in a variety of industries. Operations, Management
and Customer Service are key elements to any business owner's
success. She started her Entrepreneurial journey as a Virtual Assistant.
Patty and her team run a Marketing & Sales Agency focusing on
business automation. Her areas of expertise (outside of Business
Automation) are sales for the non-salesperson and helping women get
out of Entrepreneurial ADD™
Read more
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